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Thoroughbred Racing News 
Breeders’ Cup 2001 - Hindsight, Thoughts, and Analysis 

 
The 2001 edition of the Breeders’ Cup is history and full of lessons for serious handicappers to take note of for 
the future.  The media attention given to the Breeders’ Cup and Triple Crown races is far out of proportion to 
their importance to general handicapping.  Yet the extra scrutiny is also an excellent time for us to learn more 
about how horses are prepared for big events and gain insight into trainers and owners motivations.  The 
motivation to win a championship race is not always money. 
 
At our Las Vegas seminars and in his writing, Tom Walters uses the phrase “follow the money” as the fastest 
method of finding contenders in the top Grade I events.  He has reminded us often that the super rich will spend 
with abandoned to get to the winners-circle.  They secure the top bloodlines, trainers, and riders by using the 
brute force of the dollar.  The oil sheiks and business tycoons that participate in thoroughbred racing are willing 
to pay out prolifically and generously of their treasure to increase the odds that they will eventually get a 
champion.  They often do succeed by the sheer intensity of their outlay on finest pedigrees and human 
connections - yet the failures are more common and they do not make profits on the overall investment in the 
long run.  What then is the motivation? 
 
The challenge of thoroughbred racing at the elite levels of ownership is rooted in the same basic motivation that 
a $2 bettor has of hitting the $100,000 pick six on a small ticket.  The odds are enormous against success, so 
attaining victory is a magnificent emotional achievement, rarely experienced.  Those of us that participate in the 
sport, either as handicappers or owners are well aware of the odds against hitting the big one.  The hardest 
workers and the most disciplined students of the game will inevitably succeed at making money as 
handicappers.  So too will the owners that persist and continue to secure the finest horseflesh and human 
connections.  The cost of an owner doing business in that manner carries a high premium that only a few can 
afford, but the lure of the rare wine tasted only by a champion is overwhelming.  
 
A Breeders’ Cup Top 10 List  
I lost $200 on this year’s Breeders’ Cup yet really enjoyed the racing and the television coverage.  It was fun 
being a fan of the thoroughbred sport and it wasn’t necessary to wager anything to enjoy the spectacle.  The 
insights and knowledge gained from focusing on Breeders’ Cup events can help us throughout the year as 
handicappers of all types of races.  On the next few pages are my thoughts, analysis, and reactions to 2001 
championships in a Top 10 List.  Below is the list in summary – see how it compares to your impressions of the 
day. 
 
10) Big three American jockeys do it again – and none of them were favorites. 
9) Europe’s best rider earns respect. 

 8) Track Bias? – 1-2-3 finish for early speed in the Sprint  
 7) Bobby Frankel, saved by a pokemon. 
 6) New York, NY - what a town for horse racing. 
 5) Juvenile fillies outshine the boys. 
 4) Bad day for chalk players. 
 3) Officer, great horse or great hype? 
 2) France and England – exuding class. 
 1) Tiznow – guts and glory. 
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Thoroughbred Racing News 
Top 10 List – Impressions of Breeders’ Cup 2001 

 
Number 10 
The big three money riders in Breeders’ Cup history did it again.  Chris McCarron (Classic), Pat Day 
(Distaff), and Jerry Bailey (Sprint) each won on a horse that was not a favorite.  Here is a remarkable 
statistic -- these three jocks have combined for 13 of the 18 Breeders’ Cup Classic winners!  The trio 
may be getting a bit long on the tooth, but they rise to the occasion.  Next year, box them in the 
trifecta. 
 
Number 9 
Speaking of big money jockeys – very impressed with Europe’s top man Frankie Dettori.  He did lose 
with tepid favorite Noverre in the Mile, but it wasn’t his fault, the 3yr didn’t fire.  His first mount was 
50/1 Imperial Gesture in the Juvenile Filly.  A smart ride and well-positioned effort near the pace got 
the longshot to the front momentarily in the stretch and finished a strong second.  In the Filly & Mare 
Turf, Dettori guided another bomb, 35/1 Spring Oak from a bad post to finish third.  He calmly piloted 
the only winning favorite on the day, Fantastic Light to victory in the Turf.  In the Classic he was 
aboard French champion Sakhee and lost by a nose to horse-of-the-year Tiznow.  Considering it was 
Sakhee’s first on dirt and he had shipped 3000 miles after his huge win in the Prix de Arc de Triumph 
(France’s biggest race) it was a powerful effort for both man and beast. 
 
Number 8 
Was the track biased?  Many people thought so after the first two races.  It appeared that the head 
wind on the backstretch might be helping rally wide types at the expense of inside front runners.  But 
the Sprint defied the trend and even turned conventional wisdom on its head when three blazing early 
speed types hooked up, ran fast early on the inside and finished 1-2-3 without wilting.  Give extra 
credit to Xtra Heat for taking the heat on the rail and hanging tough. 
 
Number 7 
Trainer Bobby Frankel has been the hottest conditioner in America for the last six months, winning 
graded stakes all over the country.  It was expected that he would break his Breeders’ Cup jinx (0 for 
38) with three strong favorites – they all ran off the board.  But a hard-knocker named after a 
pokemon, Squirtle Squirt at 10/1, bailed Frankel out of continued humiliation and won the Sprint.  
The preparation for Squirtle Squirt was notable.  Four solid 7-furlong races in top company spaced 
about a month apart building his power and stamina.  His most recent race and subsequent workouts 
all took place at Belmont to get him acclimated.  Combining all that with his natural California speed 
made him a formidable contender no matter what the pace at six furlongs.     
 
Number 6 
New Yorkers showed up 50,000 strong in attendance.  There were many forgivable reasons why this 
should have been a light crowd and a quiet event.  NYC fans showed up in force and were treated to 
a super day of racing and they were boisterous in appreciation.  Despite one fluke incident before the 
Distaff (which was handled prompt and professionally) the day went off without a hitch and was one of 
the most exciting Breeders’ Cup events ever.  This reminds us that New York racing is the finest in 
North America.  The bread and butter cards in Southern California and Kentucky are very weak 
compared to what is presented at Saratoga and Belmont from May through October.  During those 
months, the NYRA tracks card very few maiden-claiming races and the lowest level for regular 
claimers is a $16,000 tag.  No wonder Saratoga and Belmont have flatly turned down any notion of 
putting slot machines at their facilities.  It’s all about horse racing.        
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Thoroughbred Racing News 
Breeders’ Cup Top 10 List -- continued 

 
Number 5 
The Juvenile Filly race, overshadowed by all the hype in the 2yr male division, turned out to be a very 
strong highly rated event.  The early fractions and final time of the race, won by Tempera, were 
notably better than the comparable fractions run in the Distaff and Juvenile male races.  Longshot 
Imperial Gesture finished 2nd and well ahead of the highly touted 4th place favorite You - who 
appeared all out and running a strong effort - but just could not keep with the excellent performance of 
the top two finishers.  Keep an eye out for returnees from this tough heat, they are sure to exceed 
expectations in their next start.   
 
Number 4 
The favorites under-performed as usual.  The mantra: “don’t get oversold on the favorites in the 
Breeders’ Cup” is worth reminding ourselves over and over while looking at the impressive speed 
figures, pedigrees, and winning performances of the top contenders each year.  No matter how good 
they look on paper -- low priced horses are poor bets when quality competition is plentiful.  Speed 
figures take a back seat to experience, class, and courage at the highest levels.  And there is no 
denying the luck factor in large fields of well meant horses. 
 
Looking at the HTR2001 velocity numbers one was struck, as usual, with a completely different 
perspective than the experts, wizards, authors and pundits had been preaching.  For example, in the 
Classic, longshots such as Guided Tour and Macho Uno were shown as having a decisive velocity 
ratings edge over Aptitude with most of the paceline methods.  This flew in the face of conventional 
wisdom because Aptitude was the obvious choice if comparing Beyer speed figures or current form 
at the distance.  Macho Uno and Guided Tour not only defeated Aptitude easily at long odds, but 
they ran very credible efforts just a few lengths behind the powerful top two finishers. 
 
Number 3 
Officer was the lowest priced and most hyped favorite of the day at 3/5 in the Juvenile.  He finished 
5th and two lengths behind the 4th place 100/1 shot Publication.  There are some that will make 
excuses for him due to the post-position or speed duel or the wind and track bias.  Comparing 
fractional times to the Juvenile Filly race - Officer ran at a reasonable tempo and had a ground saving 
trip.  Too much pressure, or a bias – isn’t that what champion thoroughbreds are supposed to 
overcome?  Officer is certainly a talented young colt.  Bred in California with a pedigree that fits a 
sprinter he had never been challenged in any of his romping wins.  It was imperative to question his 
stamina and fortitude when faced with more aggressive competition at low odds.  Officer is another 
example of how easy it is to get oversold on a horse based on the opinions of racing experts and 
media hounds.  In 1988 the euphoria was louder…  
 
Before the 1988 running of the Juvenile, Easy Goer was being hailed as the next Secretariat.  His credentials 
were much more impressive than Officer and the competition also looked weaker that year.  His odds were 1/9 
on the board for awhile and was sent off at 1/5 at post time.  He lost that race and excuses were made for his 
second place finish.  The hype continued before the Ky Derby in 1989.  The colt was a popular low odds favorite 
again and lost to Sunday Silence.   Favored again in the Preakness, he was defeated by the same rival in a 
stirring stretch duel.  Before the Belmont, the publicity had shifted away from Easy Goer and on to Sunday 
Silence attempting the Triple Crown.  Easy Goer was the second wagering choice this time and won a powerful 
race that only Secretariat could have bested.  When next favored in the Breeders’ Cup Classic that year, he 
again lost to Sunday Silence.   
 
Late note: Officer was quickly shipped back to SoCal and entered in the Cal-Cup Juvenile at SA on Nov 3; exactly one week 
after the Breeder Cup loss.  At 2/5 odds he made a big move but was very tired late to finish 2nd against a far weaker field 
than he faced at Belmont.  Bob Baffert – what were you thinking?   
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Thoroughbred Racing News 
Breeders’ Cup Top 10 List – continued 

 
Number 2 
The European horses asserted tremendous class at these BC World Championships.  This was an 
impressive group of French and English shippers led by the outstanding performances of Sakhee, 
Banks Hill, Fantastic Light and Milan.  Juvenile winner Johannesburg is a Kentucky bred that was 
undefeated in England and Ireland and is now the early Derby favorite. 
 
Belmont is the preferred track for the European connections as it is the easiest trip across the Atlantic 
(compare with shipping to Churchill or Santa Anita) and has those large sweeping turns on both dirt 
and turf.  European training techniques are a different universe from the American methods.  Long 
mornings of slow walking and jogging through peaceful countryside keep the horses in sound mental 
as well as physical condition.  Races at the major tracks are conducted 100% on grass and that keeps 
the legs from wearing out.  Time-based handicapping methods are not reliable in Europe because the 
turf courses are very diverse in configuration – so class appraisal is the key – any graded stakes 
performers shipping from England or France must be considered an instant contender when entered 
in anything here.    
 
Number 1 
The Classic was a tremendous race.  Tiznow, overtaken by French powerhouse Sakhee in the 
stretch, rallied to win in another gutsy performance.  The vodka drinking California-bred with an 
attitude has beaten the best horses on the planet each of the last two years when the money was on 
the line.  He should be an easy choice for Horse of the Year again.  It would be a hard sell to convince 
anyone watching this race that Point Given, the 3-year-old champ, could have passed the top two in 
the Belmont stretch on October 27.       
 
Tiznow possesses two winning qualities that and are indispensable at all levels of competition - 
adaptable early speed and a fighting spirit.  When bound together, these factors will transcend class 
ratings and speed figures on the dirt courses of North America.     
 
Breeders’ Cup Pedigree Ratings from HTR2001 
Have you checked out the new HTR2001 pedigree ratings?  Rather than display multiple numbers for various 
sire characteristics I created a single dynamic number for each horse depending on race circumstances.  When a 
horse is entered in a dirt sprint, the rating formula will be calculated differently than if today’s race is a turf 
route.   If the same runner were taking its first try on the grass, the figure is further adjusted to reflect the 
breeding potency of that situation.   
 
What better opportunity to scrutinize the quality of pedigree ratings than to look over the numbers from the 
Breeders’ Cup 2001 entrants.  Turn to page 6 for a full explanation of the new formula and a summary of how 
the ratings did under fire.  I also plucked the Triple Crown contender pedigree ratings from this year for your 
perusal.     
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Handicapping 
HTR2001 – Pedigree Rating 

 
Let’s take a close look at the new pedigree rating found in HTR2001.  You can find it on several screens, 
including the past-performances, but the full details for each horse are listed on the Pedigree/Breeding Stats 
report.  A final single number is computed for each runner based on the following criteria – 
 
• Sire-offspring North American records for today’s race distance/surface (d/s) category.  There are four d/s 

categories: dirt-sprint; dirt-route; turf-sprint and turf-route.  Both win percentage and average earnings index 
are included in the calculation.  Using the sire average earnings index gives more credit to wins achieved in 
higher-class races.  I devised the formula to strike a balance between overall win potency and the ability of 
the sire to produce quality high earnings horses.   

 
• The Dam’s Sire North American offspring record at today’s race distance/surface category.  Similar to the 

calculation above except that only 50% of this rating is factored to the total. 
 
• If an entrant is making its first start on today’s surface (turf or dirt), the sire and dam-sire North American 

record with first timers on the surface is factored carefully into the final pedigree number.  The formula 
utilizes this information to adjust up or down the general rating.  An (*) designates these horses in the 
display of ratings. 

 
The number of starts for any of the three items above is weighted in the formula so that those with limited 
starters and a high win percentage are not over-stated.  However, there are unusual circumstances that can create 
a high rating with limited data such as with a very hot new sire in his first crop.  
 
There are many pedigree ratings in the handicapping market place.  Most players find them helpful in specific 
circumstances such as with first time starters, first on grass, or when young horses try a route of ground for the 
first time.  The new HTR2001 ratings have a slightly sharper focus and may be more useful in other situations 
such as handicapping those rare grass sprints or to assess foreign shippers trying a dirt sprint for the first time.    
 
The use of sire ratings for sloppy and muddy tracks has been diminished tremendously due to the wide variance 
of wet-track surface reporting and the advances in surface maintenance during bad weather. Pedigree data for 
wet tracks is not utilized in HTR. 
 
The HTR2001 sire rating numbers can be generalized with the following chart.  All horses will have the 
pedigree rated between 000 – 999.  The higher the better. 
 
800-999  Outstanding pedigree – stakes quality bloodlines. 
650-800  Excellent breeding. 
500-650  Above average 
350-500  Average range 
200-350  Below average record for today’s d/s situation 
000-200  Very weak record of offspring performance 
 
What level of production is typical by location?  A popular sire in demand will produce these approximate 
ratings – but there is a wide variance depending on distance/surface and first timer numbers. 
These charts are presented as guidelines only to help in understanding the rating scale. 
 
Kentucky                               700+ 
Ireland, England, France               600+ 
Canada, Florida, Maryland              500+ 
New York, California, Australia        400+ 
Other USA, Latin America               300+ 
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Handicapping 
HTR2001 – Pedigree Rating 

 
Pedigree ratings are really a non-issue when a horse has established himself on the track.  Most experienced 
runners do not require any scrutiny of the bloodlines if they are running on their usual distance surface 
conditions.  The current form and past-performance history renders the pedigree meaningless.  Thousands of 
horses with apparent weak bloodlines have had terrific careers in thoroughbred racing.  For the multitude of 
claiming runners that grind it out on the dirt everyday – the use of pedigree ratings is basically trivia.   
 
Let’s take a look at the numbers for some of the notable Breeders’ Cup entrants.  These are the bluebloods that 
we would expect to have the highest ratings available.  Many BC entrants did receive the maximum 999 rating, 
but others had average numbers and still ran big.  In some cases with foreign-bred, the record is shallow – 
meaning there is a limited North American database on the sire.  As a reminder: our pedigree numbers are based 
on North American race records only, foreign race results are not included in the numbers.  The ratings and 
rankings listed here are as they appeared in HTR2001.  
 
Rating = HTR2001 pedigree ratings 
Rank# = where the pedigree number ranked in that field, t=tie. 
Fin = position at finish in BC race 
 
Race       Horse (bred)                 Rating  Rank#    Fin  Odds *=fav 
 

Distaff   Unbridled Elaine (KY)      701     6      1   12/1  
          Spain (KY)                 950     1      2    5/1 
          Flute (KY)                 811     3      7    1/1* 
 
Juv Fil   Tempera (KY)               999     1t     1   11/1 
          Imperial Gesture (KY)      376     5      2   53/1 
          You (KY)                   342     7      4    1/1* 
          Sophisticat (KY)           999     1t     5   15/1 
 
Mile      Val Royal (FR)             999     1      1    5/1 
          Forbidden Apple (FL)       691     5      2    8/1 
          Bach (IR)                  966     2      3   33/1 
 
Sprint    Squirtle Squirt (KY)       466     9      1   10/1 
          Xtra Heat (KY)             538     5      2   17/1 
          Caller One (KY)            548     4      3   11/1 
          Swept Overboard (KY)       648     1      4    5/1 
 
F&M Turf  Banks Hill (GB)            700     4      1    6/1 
          Solvig (KY)                999     1t     4   34/1 
          Volga  (IR)                999     1t     5   13/1 
          Kalypso Kate (IR)          999     1t     6   18/1 
 

Note: Englands Legend, Spook Express, Spring Oak - very limited sire data 
 
Analysis 
The final three BC races are discussed on page 8.  Of the eight races on the BC card, the Sprint pedigree ratings would seem 
to have the least meaning as all the horses were crack dirt sprinters coming in.  The only interesting use of breeding stats 
there would have been a foreign shipper making its first start on dirt.  The same logic probably applies to the Distaff – but 
perhaps with longer routes the pedigree is worth examining.  The turf races are the most interesting to peruse with the 
pedigree numbers.  Most of those with 900+ ratings ran well, even at long odds.  Several horses in the Filly and Mare Turf 
were listed with very limited sire data to form an opinion on.  Good example is the South African bred Spook Express, the 
sire had just 9 North American starters.  
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Handicapping 
Pedigree Ratings in the BC and Triple Crown   continued 

 
Race       Horse (bred)                 Rating   Rank#   Fin    Odds *=fav 
 
Juvenile  Johannesburg (KY)          576*     3      1      7/1  
          Officer (CA)               422      6      5      3/5* 
          Came Home (KY)             490      4      7      5/1 
          Saarland (KY)              999      1t     8     21/1 
          Jump Start (KY)            999      1t    11     12/1 
 

Notes: Repent (2nd) and Siphonic (3rd) had a zero sire record.   
       Johannesburg rating (*) includes first time on dirt statistics 
 
Turf      Fantastic Light (KY)       622     6      1    7/5* 
          Milan (GB)                 968     2      2    7/1 
          Mutamam (GB) (see note)    999     1     11   11/1 
 
Note: several in here, including top ranked Mutamam (11th) and Timborora (3rd) had 
very sketchy data numbers with English sires. 
 
Classic   Tiznow (CA)                999     1t     1    6/1 
          Sakhee (KY)                136*    9      2    4/1 
          Albert the Great (KY)      855     4      3   13/1 
          Galileo (IR)               392*    9      7    3/1 
          Aptitude (KY)              999     1t     9    2/1* 
          Black Minnaloushe (KY)     999     1t    10   51/1 
 
Notes: Sakhee and Galileo were making their first starts on dirt (*) and 
the database was limited on their sires. 
 
Analysis 
European monsters Johannesburg, Sakhee and Galileo were the ones to watch on pedigree numbers.  
Johannesburg had solid Kentucky dirt breeding and was an obvious contender in the Juvenile if one could 
ignore the ballyhoo surrounding Officer.  The 3/5 favorite had a typical number for a good California bred.  The 
ultra classy Sakhee may have been suspect on dirt based on his rating – but he didn’t run like it – a huge 
performance for his first try on the dirt against the scrappy Tiznow.   
 

2001 Triple Crown – Pedigree Numbers 
Listed below are the HTR2001 pedigree ratings from this year’s top Triple Crown finishers in order of strength 
and as computed before the Kentucky Derby.  If the subject and science of breeding is of interest to you, check 
out  www.chef-de-race.com  for a thorough discussion of how pedigree is quantified and analyzed.  Here is 
how the best 2001 3yr-olds ranked out of 20 entrants before the Ky Derby. 
 
AP Valentine        999 (1) 
Point Given         908 (2) 
Invisible Ink       813 (3) 
Monarchos           642 (6) 
Congaree            535 (9) 
 

Point Given didn’t fire in the Ky Derby but lived up to his breeding the rest of the year with victory in the 
Preakness, Belmont and Travers.  AP Valentine finished 2nd in all those races.  Invisible Ink was a surprise 2nd 
in the Derby at huge odds.  Monarchos won the Run for the Roses at 10/1.  Congaree out ran his pedigree 
ranking and finished 3rd in Derby and Preakness.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
HTR2001 Update – Velocity Plus 

 
Please read more about the software upgrade on page 12 

 
HTR2001 - Velocity Plus screen and paceline selection methods were designed to improve and enhance the 
popular and powerful screens in the DOS version.  Make no mistake about it, the Velocity Plus output is high-
level handicapping and requires some brain power.  But it will predict outcomes that are not understood by the 
public or the experts.  In fact, it will find winners that are not apparent in the DOS-HTR or any other 
handicapping resource.   
 
Primary algorithms for computing feet-per-second (f/p/s) velocity numbers remain the same from the DOS 
version.  There may be differences in the computed decimal numbers due to higher precision of the internal 
fractions as well as taking advantage of superior Windows math processing.  If you find large discrepancies in 
the output from the original HTR, it is probably due to paceline selection changes using mode (4) and (5) as 
explained below.          
 
Below is a paceline mode summary of the methods used in HTR2001 (versions dated Nov 5, 2001 and beyond).  
Click the ‘paceline mode’ option box at the top right of the program screen to change modes at any time.  The 
past-performance screens display the selected lines with a “#” symbol.   
 
Method (0) 
None selected – allows you to choose your own.  If you don’t want to begin with a blank slate, then start with 
one of the other five methods and change the lines.  The software will automatically switch to mode (0) for you 
when you change a line selection.  See page 10 for more details on picking pacelines. 
 
Method (1) 
Selects the most recent line only.  Will take the second line if the top line cannot be computed.  Same as DOS 
version and the output and rankings should closely match except for decimal differences in the f/p/s.    
 
Method (2) 
Selects the best effort of the horse’s last three running lines.  Same as DOS version. 
 
Method (3) 
Selects the best 2 of the last 3 lines and averages them.  Same as DOS version. 
 
Method (4) 
Selects a single line that is the horse’s best effort at today’s distance or surface in the last 6 months.  If the horse 
does not have a line that matches those criteria, then no line is selected for that runner.  If no line is selected, the 
horse is considered a non-contender on the velocity screens.  This is a change from the DOS version that forced 
a line to be chosen for every horse, even if it didn’t match the criteria above.  For example, a horse with a two-
year layoff will not have a paceline selected in HTR2001 mode (4), yet the DOS version will pick something 
regardless of the time away.  The goal with method (4) in HTR2001 is to strengthen user confidence with the 
numbers.  Imposing a strict set of parameters before a line can be chosen is certain to make the comparisons 
more accurate. 
 
Method (5) 
The ‘artificial intelligence’ method selects one or two running lines based on analysis of the horse’s form cycle 
and congruence to today’s conditions.  Two lines are selected and averaged if the software perceives the first 
line unrepresentative of the horse’s normal effort.  Similar to DOS version but some tweaking of the code has 
been done in HTR2001 to tighten up the accuracy.  
 
Note on wet tracks: Modes (4) and (5) have been adjusted to allow use of a ‘wet’ running line if the user has 
changed the surface mode to “wet” in the Scratch screen.  This is change from the DOS versions. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
HTR2001 Update – Velocity Plus Screen 

 
Here is a summary of the four screen sections that appear on the Velocity Plus report screen.  All feet-per-second (f/p/s) 
velocity calculations found in HTR include adjustments for track-to-track surface differences, distance variations and the 
daily surface variant.     
 
Top section – Rankings 
The top section lists general program data for all entrants along with the f/p/s factor rankings in most cases.  Some horses 
will be listed without velocity rankings – this is because they have no applicable paceline data (such as a first time starter).  
The factored horses are sorted by the highest velocity score (nVEL).  See below for data explanation and abbreviations.  
The columns of data shown are the same factors found in the DOS version of HTR and in Modern Pace Handicapping. 
 
Second Section – Projected Beaten Lengths and Running Times 
The f/p/s numbers are converted to equivalent running times and comparative beaten lengths.  The beaten lengths 
comparisons are further adjusted for real time accuracy.  The horses on this screen are ranked in order of their projected 
finish position.  Important: projected charting and beaten length listings should never be taken at face value.  They represent 
one possible race scenario based on the mix of running lines chosen.  If the beaten length projections appear to be ludicrous 
– select a different paceline mix. 
 
Third Section – f/p/s numbers 
The f/p/s numbers are displayed.  The horses are ranked by Fraction one.  
 
Bottom Section – Selected paceline details 
You can review details of the selected running lines here.  These are the lines used to compute the f/p/s numbers and the 
velocity rankings throughout the software.  If you want full details on the pacelines selected or want to change them, switch 
to the Advanced or Compact past-performance screens.    
 
Picking your own pacelines or changing the computer selections 
If you wish to change a paceline, switch to the past-performance screens and place the highlighter on the line with the “#” 
(next to the date) you want to remove, press <enter> or <dbl-click> on that line.  It will blank out the “#”.  Then select the 
running line you want by highlighting it and pressing <enter> or dbl-clicking to display the “#” for a line you want.  There 
is no limit to the changes you can make and feel free to choose as many times as desired.  Multiple lines are averaged.  Any 
time you change pacelines, the software automatically transfers you to Paceline Mode (0) and saves your selections to file.   
 
Below and continued on page 11 is an abbreviation and terms list for the Velocity Plus report.  For a complete explanation 
of all velocity ratings and algorithms, please read Modern Pace Handicapping by Tom Brohamer.  The book is a must for 
all serious horseplayers. 
 
Velocity Plus Terms and Abbreviations 
 
Top Section 
Fr1 Fraction one ranking  2f call sprint;  4f call route 
Fr2 Fraction two ranking  turn time or 2f segment at all distances 
Fr3 Final Fraction ranking  segment depends on race distance 
 
A/P Average Pace rank  average f/p/s of entire race  
E/P Early Pace rank  4f call sprint,  6f call routes. 
S/P Sustained Pace rank  combines E/P + Fr3 
F/X Factor “X” rank  combines Fr1 + Fr3 
L/P  Late Pace rank  combines Fr2 + Fr3 
 
.nVEL a total velocity “score” for each horse based on all the factors above. 
 
Paceline Picks line number(s) selected from the horse’s past-performance to compute the velocity ratings.  An [n] alerts 
that the paceline being used that is from a different distance and/or surface than today’s race.  The {n} indicates the line is 
more than 6 months old.  An “x” indicates a “wet” line was used. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
Velocity Plus Terms and Abbreviations – continued 

 
Second Section 
BL-1  Projected beaten lengths at the 1st call  
BL-2  Projected beaten Lengths at the 2nd call. 
BL-F  Projected beaten lengths at the finish 
 

1ct   Projected running time at 1st call 
2ct   Projected running time at 2nd call 
FinT  Projected finish time 
 

Turn  Projected second fraction time 
Stretch Projected final 1/8 mile time 
 

Notes  
* = #1 ranked horse in that item  
Projected beaten lengths can sometimes appear incomprehensible.  This often occurs when using PL-1 and is sure sign that 
there is something amiss with the selected pacelines.  For example a 10.0-turf line used on a 6.0-dirt race will not 
extrapolate well – select other lines in those cases.   
 
Third Section 
Fr1 Fraction one velocity f/p/s   
Fr2 Fraction two velocity f/p/s   
Fr3 Final Fraction velocity f/p/s 
 

A/P Average Pace f/p/s 
E/P Early Pace f/p/s   
S/P Sustained Pace f/p/s 
F/X Factor “X” rank f/p/s 
L/P Late Pace f/p/s 
 

Energy Early-energy percentage.  Review Modern Pace Handicapping for details. 
 

Notes 
“!” = significant differential (0.50 f/p/s) between the top ranked horse and all others in the field. 
 
Bottom Section 
PL – the line number chosen from the past-performances. 1= last line, 2= second 
line back, 5 = fifth line back, etc. 
Ago  number of days ago the race (paceline) was run. 
Trk  track the paceline was run at. 
Dist distance and surface of paceline 
PAR  HTR class level rating for that race. 
Finish – actual finish and beaten lengths in the race 
Trip – trip note for that paceline 
Speed – Cramer speed figure earned by the horse in that race (paceline). 
 
Special Note 
Qp = Quirin speed points are being re-coded from the DOS version and are not yet available in the Windows output.  
HTR2001 will utilize the exact rules set by Quirin in his 1979 book on the subject and the scale of 0 to 8.  The HTR-DOS 
used a simplified approach (1-8) – with 95% of the horses displaying the correct speed point total - yet I want to upgrade 
the new program for 100% accuracy.     
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Late News 
 

HTR2001 version dated Nov 5, 2001 has added the manual paceline selection mode (0) and 
should be available for download when you are reading this.  The display screen was 
enlarged 10% for better viewing.  Also fixed many bugs and quirks in the program.  Big 
thanks go to Chuck F, Ed P, Ernie L and Val W for reporting various problems and errors in 
the application.  I also appreciate the enthusiastic emails from those that tell me their success 
stories with the new Windows version - you make my day.  It has been arduous at times and 
tedious work to get this together – nothing makes a programmer happier than to hear from 
clients that are making money with the software!      

 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed 
on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  
Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


